Graeae Theatre
Company
The large letters sit individually in huge half-moon windows
boldly announcing ‘Graeae’ to the outside world and giving a
true sense of the organisation you are about to meet.
Textures, colours, layers, all combined to reinforce an
openness, welcome and accessibility way beyond automatic
doors and adapted toilets. This is an organisation that is
certain of its identity and genuinely has creativity is at its
heart. As Kevin, the Operations Director says: ‘We have
focused on a funding and operational model that could also
allow us to make great work.’

The changes and cuts
to a wide range of
benefits for d/Deaf and
disabled people, most
noticeably Access to
Work has had a
profound effect on the
staff Graeae employs
and the many d/Deaf
and disabled people
the company works
with.

Graeae Theatre Company is now in its 36th year and defines itself
as a force for change in world-class theatre. Like other
organisations in the cultural sector Graeae has been looking
closely at its business model and exploring a range of approaches
to generating income. Despite retaining its Arts Council grant the
level of funding has become a cut in real terms. While it has not
been in receipt of regular local authority funding and therefore
shielded from those extreme funding changes it has been heavily
impacted by the wider ‘austerity’ measures. The changes and cuts
to a wide range of benefits for d/Deaf and disabled people, most
noticeably Access to Work has had a profound effect on the staff
Graeae employs and the many d/Deaf and disabled people the
company works with.
Graeae appears to have responded to two drivers for change in
reviewing and developing its business model. The first was the
restructuring of the team after some long serving staff left to take
up new roles. The second was the Arts Council’s National Portfolio
Funding round for 2015-2018. Kevin talks about the desire for the
company to work more strategically and be thinking about much
longer lead times for its income generation, something they
continue to work on as a team.
Graeae now works with a range of new non-arts partners. It was an
area that had not been explored in the past, and there were
concerns about managing the brand and how other sectors might
understand the very particular approach that Graeae has
developed. Kevin is honest in saying that to a certain extent they
just did not know where to begin, how do you even start to
approach such organisations?
We were given a really great opportunity when Jenny codirected the Paralympics in that she suddenly became an
asset above and beyond the arts. That was a good way of
us starting to think about how we could make use of that as
an income stream whilst still staying true to our charitable
objectives.
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It is true that Graeae had an extraordinary opportunity with Jenny
Sealey, the Chief Executive/Artistic Director playing such a pivotal
role in the Paralympic Opening Ceremony; possibly a once in a
lifetime event. But their success appears to have come from being
able to develop that opportunity by not just succumbing to lots of
one off requests that followed but building some long-term
partnerships. Graeae is no stranger to working collaboratively.

Graeae’s assumptions
about working with nonarts partners have been
challenged, and they
have found the
relationships rewarding
and flexible enough to
allow them to remain
true to their vision.

Because of the changing funding landscape people were
looking to other organisations to share the cost to help make
work of the same quality and to have the same impact.
It made sense to collaborate…we enjoy that way of working
and that seems to be on the increase again. That works well
for us because when we go to a venue it’s not just about
taking the show we have but to look at every aspect of that
experience, we work with their marketing teams, their
outreach teams, Front of House, producing, access – all of
those. We work with everyone to improve practice for
reaching more Deaf and Disabled people.
Kevin explains that their assumptions about working with non-arts
partners have been challenged, and they have found the
relationships rewarding and flexible enough to allow them to remain
true to their vision. These relationships have been built by staying
tenacious and offering something unlike anything organisations like
EY have experienced before.
The Graeae financial model has been developing away from high
levels of core funding from the Arts Council towards a more diverse
income base. The business model now has three strands1: hidden
subsidy for core activity (55%); hidden subsidy for projects (i.e. one
-off grants – 16%); direct selling (29% - including building hire,
merchandising, training and box office fees).
The thing that is perhaps most striking when talking to Kevin about
Graeae’s evolving business model is that it has been a genuinely
developmental process involving the entire organisation. They have
taken small steps but always with big ambitions in mind. The
relationship with EY went from early conversations, to taster
workshops to a programme and now EY is advising Graeae on how
to package the programme to sell it on to other organisations.
What are some of the lessons learnt from this process?
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Clarity of purpose and message
Everyone involved across the organisation
Forward planning
Building partnerships (arts and non-arts) & spotting
opportunities
Creating an active patrons/supporters network

Source: 2014/15 Statutory Accounts
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We spent a lot of time thinking really carefully about our
message, we don’t want to tug on the heartstrings but want
to try and have a positive message throughout. Once you
make it easy and possible for people to donate then you will
find people choose to. We’ve been careful not alienate
people and if they have made a donation they can go on to
be supporters, if you treat them right and then they become
friends and then patrons. You can take them on that donor
journey and it feels quite natural if you treat them right.
The other thing is, bring people on board to help you
fundraise. Ask around for ideas and don’t assume your ideas
are the best ideas. If you bring in your whole organisation
you have a kind of group representing your customers as
well then they may take things in new directions. If
somebody’s on board from the beginning then they’ve got a
vested interest in making it happen.

... we don’t want to tug
on the heartstrings but
want to try and have a
positive message
throughout. Once you
make it easy and
possible for people to
donate then you will find
people choose to.
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